ABSTRACT* Winograd has considered the time necessary to perform numerical addition and raultiplication and to perform group mul tiplication by :means of logical circuits consisting of elements each having a limited number of input lines and unit delay in computing their outputs. In this paper the same model as he employed is adopted, but a new lower bound is derived for group multiplication--the same as Winograd's for an Abelian group but in general stronger. Also a circuit is given to compute the multSplic~tion which, in contrast to Winograd's, can be used for non-Abelian groups. When the group of interest is Abelian the circuit is at least as fast as his. By paralleling his method of application of his Abelian group circuit, it is possible also to lower the time necessary for numerical addition and multiplication.
use of a new concept we introduce--that of separable sets. First, some preli rrli~rY definitions are necessary.
Definition 2.1. Let [x] be the smallest integer greater than or equ~l t~o ~; let [x] be the largest integer less than or equal to x; let I S I be the cardin~lity of -the set S.
Definition 2.2. For a (d, r) circuit let hi(y) be the value on thejth out~pt~lt~ Iiile when the overall output configuration is h(y).
Definition 2.3. Let ¢:X~ X -.
• X X, --~ Y and let C compute ¢. Then ~ ~ Xm is called an hi-separable set for C in the ruth argument of ~ if whenever s~ ~a~cl se are distinct elements of S we can find x~, x2, 
of~. I
This observation, first made by Winograd, plus the concept of sep~ra~ble sets, suffices to prove: LEMMA 2. 
(The basic lemma). Let C be a ( d, r) circuit which computes ¢, ~7~ tdme r. Then T >__ max {[log, ([/og~] S~(j)]] + ... + [logdl S~(.i) ])l}, i where Si(j) is an h¢-separable set for C in the j-th argument of 4~.

PROOF. Thejth output line at time r must depend upon at least [logs I S~(j)
]
" ~} is
an hi-separable set for C in both arguinents of 6, since for each x ~ y with x, y C {1,2, .-',m} wem~,ychosew (= ZN such thatx.w < N < y.w < 2Ntoyield ¢(x, w) = 0, ¢(y, w) = 1. By symmetry this holds for the second argument as well and Lemma 2.2 yields the result. ] We close this section with an example which shows that the size of separable sets can be strongly dependent upon the out, put code of the circuit which computes a given ~b.
Example 2.1. Let ¢:ZN X ZN ~ Z~2 be numerical multiplication with N = 2 s. Consider an output code in which if the output value is M then the ith line carries the ith bit in the binary expansion for M. Then there are sixteen output lines. Pick any x # y with x, y C ZN. Then their binary expansions differ in at least one place, say the kth. Choose z = 2 s-k. Then hj(¢(y, z)) ~ hj(¢(x, z)) and hj(¢(z, y)) hi(¢(z, x) ). So there is an hs-separable set of size 2 s in both arguments of~b. Now consider the same ¢ but let the output code for z be the binary representation of the exponents irk its prime decomposition. Let the first six output lines code the exponent of two in the result.. Pick x, y C ZN such that x and y do not have the same power of two in their prime decomposition, the powers differing in, say, the kth place of their binary expansion. Then, letting z = 23-k, h3(q~(x, z)) h3(¢(y, z)) and h3(q~(z, x)) rs h3(¢(z, y)). Thus, since an element of Z~. can have eight different exponents of two in its prime decomposition, there is ark h3-separable set of size 8 irk both arguments of 4~. One easily sees that this is the maximal size of any separable set, since two is the smallest prime. Note, however, that this output code requires thirty-nine output lines.
Review of Previous Results
Several authors have investigated the computation time necessary for a (d, r) circuit to add modulo N. Ofman [3] gave a circuit for the special case N = 2 n. Significant results were obtained by Winograd [1, 2] . He derived a lower bound which we review, and a (d, r) circuit with computation time near the lower bound. Since any finite Abelian group is the direct product of cyclic groups [4, p. 40] , his results are applicable to Abelian group multiplication as well.
Definition 3.1. Let H be a group. Say H has property P and write P(H) = 1, in case there is an element a C H with a -~ e such that every nontrivial subgroup of H contains a. This is denoted by P(a, H) = 1. Let a(G) be the maximal order of H < G such that P(H) = 1. The quantity a(G) is critical to Winograd's lower bound time for group lnc~tlltiplL cation, which we now state. In Section 4 we give a new lower bound w-hieh is in general higher but is the same as his if the group of interest is Abelian. PRooF. See Winograd [1] . I Winograd also gives a procedure for constructing a circuit ~o multiply in an Abelian group G with computation time which is valid for r > 3 and d >_ 2. We glve a completely different inethod for construtting circuits, which is valid for r > 2 and d > 2 and which works ~vhet.her or not the group is Abelian. Furthermore. for a given Abelian group and o~ given d and r, our computation time underbounds Winograd's.
The Lower Bound
In this section we give a new lower bound for the time required for a (c~, r) circuit to perform group multiplication and compare it to Winograd's bound. Let G be any finite group and let ~:G × G --~ G be group multiplication. Let C be a, (d, r) circuit which computes 4. Let hi(g) be the value on thejth output line of (~7 when the output is h(g). Definition 4.2. If G = {e} let 8(G) = 1. Otherwise let a(c) be the maximal order of any subgroup of G not containing c and let it(g) = min< ~-{~1 {a(c)}.
Since we are only dealing with finite groups a(G) is always well defined and finite. Note that, ifP(a,G) = lthena(a) = lsothata(O) = 1. Note also that ifGis nontrivial and P(G) ~ 1 then a(G) > 1 always. A simple lemma needed in the sequel is: LEMMA 4.
Let H and K be subgroups of a finite group g such that H fq K = {e}.rhenIH I IK I < [G].
Pttoo~'. Let h~, h~ ~ H and/;1, tc2 E K such that h~k~ = h=lc2. Then hlh7 ~ = k~kT ~ E H OK. Hence h~ = h~ and k, = lc2.
Thus I {htc:h C H, k C K} I > IHI IK I.
But it is also a subset of G. I
The crucial property of ~(G) is: LEMM~t4.
For any finite group G, a( G)~( G) < G. PROOF. if 8(G) = 1 the lemma is true, so assume not. Pick H < G and e aEHwithP(a,H)
= landIHI = c~(G).ChooseK <Gwitha~ K andlKl = ~(a), Then, since H I"1 K is a subgroup of H not containing a, H fl K = {e}.
Hence, by Lemma 4.3 and the fact that ~(G) < ~(a), c~(G)8(O) < c~(G)~(a) =
IHI [El _< tel. I
The universal lower bound for any (d, r) circuit to compute multiplication in a finite group G can now be stated. THEOREM 4. 
Let G be a finite group, ¢:G × G ~ G be group multiplication, and C be a (d, r) circuit to compute C for d > 2 and r > 2. Then, if C has computation time
]
Lemma 4.5 implies that this lower bound is no weaker than Winograd's result given in Theorem 3.2; and, indeed, the following example shows that it is stronger. 
A Circuit jbr Group Multiplication
In this section we give ~ method to construct a (d, r) circuit to multiply in any finite group G which is valid for d > 2 and r > 2. The computation time of the circuit is at most one unit greater than the lower bound just derived. If G is Abelian and r ~_ 3 our circuit can be compared to that of Winograd. It can be seen that our computation time underbounds his, and that, in fact, we can give a group for which the difference in computation time is arbitrarily large. it follows that our computation time is less than his.
Example 5.1. Say r = 4 and [log~ a(G)l = 2 :k for some k > 1. Then Winograd's time is 2 + 2k and our time is 1 + k, i.e. his circuit requi~s twice as long. The reader can easily construct a myriad of similar examples.
Winograd [2] has extended his group results to numerical addition and multiplication by noting that a circuit which can multiply in the cyclic group of order 2N -1 can also add two numbers between 0 and N and that numerical multiplication can be done by adding the exponents inn the prime decompositions of the two factors. Since we are able to lower the time necessary to multiply in cyclic groups. we can achieve a corresponding decrease in the time for numerical addition and multiplication as well. We present this result in the framework of Winogr~d's definitions. The reader interested in the details of the relationship between group multiplication and these other two operations is referred to Winograd's original paper.
